1. Meeting Minutes for March 9, 2020 accepted unanimously and sent to CMCDenver.org for posting
2. BPX KickOff Canceled due to Corona Virus
3. KickOff held by rolling out trips electronically; 55% of trips filled in 18 hours from roll out on March 18
4. Gear Check June dates secured and posted on cmc.org trip schedule
5. 2021 Operating Plan
6. TL Recruiting and Development Plan FINAL posted on Google Drive
7. Strategic Plan 3/20 distributed for comment
8. Operating Objectives 3/20 distributed for comment
9. Research Function Proposal 3/20 distributed for comment
10. Section Dues Pros & Cons distributed for comment 3/22
11. Annual Meeting Proposal
12. Lowa Boots & MGR videos included in special notice to members using MYEMMA and providing # slots open on BPX trips
13. Karl Ford video presentation scheduled for April 22; M. Miller to handle
14. BPX Trip Leader recruiting notice sent to all group newsletter contacts or group chair contacts
15. KickOff door prizes awarded electronically; emails sent to recipients
16. BPX website updated on CMCDenver.org on 3/20 w/results from 3/18 KickOff
17. March Newsletter distributed on 3/21/2020
18. TLS Grads 9/2019 & TLS Trailblazer grads 6/2019 provided to TLC for recruiting of TLs
19. See Kick Off trip stats on next two pages.
KICKOFF STATS

Prepared by Uwe Sartori

18 hours or so later post March 18 activation of trips

... Trips sold out - 55%
Trips over-subscribed, (Wait Lists) - 23%
Trips with 1 eligible sign-up spot left - 13%
Trips with 2-3 eligible sign-up spots left, (trip is likely 50% or more full) - 18%
Trips with more than 3 eligible sign-up spots left - 14%

Prepared by John Walters

In FY2020, BPX had 38 BPX-accepted Trip Leaders:

-- 25 trip leaders claimed 41 trips
-- 13 did not claim a trip.

Number of Trips Claimed, by Trip Leader: (does not include trips as co-leader)

4 Randy Blosser
3 Uwe Sartori
3 Kevin Galliers
3 John Walters
2 Linda Lawson
2 Steve Wolf
2 Janet Martel
2 Brad Cotten

April 6, 2020
2 Chris Nation
2 Gina Morelli
2 Mercedes Aponte
1 Linda Taipale
1 Bob Watkins
1 Sharon Dawson
1 Robert Dawson
1 Chris Larson
1 Carol Munch
1 Brian Burd
1 Cheryl Ames
1 Steve Norman
1 Earl Beam
1 Pat McKinley
1 Eric Esswein
1 Julie Luce
1 David Schmid

41 Total Trips
25 TLs Claimed One or More Trips

The following 13 BPX-approved Trip Leaders Did Not Claim a Trip:

Zach Eiten
Karl Ford
Roger Leikas
Michael McMahon
John Mill
Stan Moore
Elizabeth Moroney
Tim Musil
Sean O’Connell
Jennie Popovich
Rich Schiebel
Logan Chandler (Staff)
Maddie Miller (Staff)

The FY2021 Trip Leader R&D Plan forecasts:

--We forecast 80% of TLs will actively lead trips. This year 61% were active
Implications are, we will start with a smaller number of active TLs than we thought, so
we'll need a larger number of recruits for 2021 to reach 60 TLs

April 6, 2020
--We forecast 1.5 trips would be led per active TL. This year TLs claimed 1.6 trips per TL. Implications are, no change in # of trips led per TL. However, if we fall short of total of 60 TLs for 2021, we might encourage TLs to lead at least two trips each. I believe most will step up.